Skatepark Guidelines
These are a few simple rules that will help keep everyone safe at the park so accidents happen less and
everyone can ride and enjoy.
1.) Don’t drop in behind someone-this is a simple one you never know what direction someone is
intending to go or if they will be coming back the direction they came. Dropping in behind someone can
end up with you running into them or them coming back and running into you! So DON’T do it.
2.) Don’t stand near the edge of the ramps- people are coming up and down these all the time.
Standing at the top means you will undoubtedly be in someone’s way…there is plenty of standing room
off to the edges and this will also let you be more aware of who is intending to drop in.
3.) Call your Drop in and respect the order of riding-a simple call out of dropping can let everyone
around you know your intending on going and will prevent multiple people trying to go at the same
time—don’t cut in front of people who are waiting and intending to go.
4.) If riding around the park in circles appeals to you it is your responsibility to watch out at all edges
of the park of who is doing what. You can’t intend to ride through the Whole Park and cut people off
who are simply trying to ride one part of the park. You are in the wrong. It is not a race track it’s a skate
park.
5.) Respect the park! This is a lot of home away from homes! Garbage and other things around the
park are gross and disgusting for people using the park and walking past! Clean up after yourselves!
Again these are a few extremely simple rules to keep everyone safe and for those of you who don’t
know, learn! Remember these rules apply to skateboarders, scooters, rollerbladers and bikers alike!
Please share this with as many of your friends, and kids as possible!

